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- Daniel Llack, *Builders of the Vision: Software and the Imagination of Design* @ Routledge -- [dcardoso@cmu.edu]

- Joshua Lee, *Flexibility and Design: Learning from the SCSD* @ Routledge and Amazon -- [jdlee2@andrew.cmu.edu]

- Molly Wright Steenson, *Architectural Intelligence: How Designers and Architects Created the Digital Landscape*, [steenson@cmu.edu]

- Ömer Akın, *Ethical Decision Making in Architecture* @ Amazon.com AND

- Ömer Akın, *Applied Ethics Anecdotes* @Amazon.com [oa04@andrew.cmu.edu]

- Stefan Gruber, A.-L. Ngo et al. (eds.): *An Atlas of Commoning - Places of Collective Production*. Berlin: ifa / ARCH [smgruber@andrew.cmu.edu]
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